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Abstract
Kensho is a middleware system for sensor networks that provides a communication and computation
transparent view of the sensor network. Kensho is based on the speciﬁcation of functional groups that
support both data sharing and computation. Collective operations can migrate automatically throughout a
group to take advantage of new resources without the user’s input. This allows new nodes to be added to
the network without having to reprogram the network or the new node. We believe that these abstractions
provided by the Kensho middleware supports the creation of highly scalable, robust distributed programs.
1 Introduction
Sensor networks can be characterized as being massively distributed networks consisting of a wide variety
of embedded, wireless devices with severe resource constraints. The primary purpose of sensor networks
is to gather data, perform computation, and report back any useful information to the end user. Currently,
researchers are exploring a wide variety of potential applications for sensor networks including environ-
mental monitoring[16], wildlife tracking[11], vehicle tracking[1], and radiation monitoring[2]. Current
applications tend to employ a few dozen to possibly hundreds of nodes, although it is widely believed that
deployments consisting of thousands of nodes will someday exist.
Sensor networks exist due to Moore’s Law, which states that computing platforms will get smaller and
cheaper to produce at an exponential rate. This has lead to very small devices capable of sensing, storing,
computing, and communicating data to end users. Some examples of such devices include the Mica2 and
Telos sensor hardware. It should be expected that as Moore’s Law continues, these devices will become
even smaller and cheaper. However we believe that devices of a variety of sizes and capabilities will exist in
the future due to computational and energy constraints. A large array of small sensors may feed data to a
smaller array of more capable sensors which in turn may feed data to few very powerful sensing platforms.
We believe that as networks become more heterogeneous, it will become harder and harder for programmers
to cope with the complexity of sensor network applications. This complexity can best be handled by shield-
ing the programmer from the dynamic nature of sensor networks without unduly removing the expressive
capabilities of the programmer.
An important aspect that tends to be ignored by most sensor network programming systems is the pro-
gramming burden associated with long-lived sensor network applications. In the near future, it may be
possible for sensor network applications to survive for several years with little maintenance. During this
deployment time, existing nodes may while new nodes with different capabilities are added. With current
systems, it is up to the programmer to re-task much of the sensor network to accommodate new nodes.
Such re-tasking does not scale well over time. Other systems that hide the details of the sensor network
may scale well, but may be too inﬂexible to accommodate interesting, future applications. One of Kensho’s
primary goals is to allow nodes to be introduced and removed from the sensor network without drastically
affecting the correctness of existing programs while remaining ﬂexible. This is made possible by employing
node-independent, group programming.
Another aspect of Kensho is its ability to dynamically adapt to heterogeneous hardware. While other
systems assume a homogeneous network, Kensho assumes that nodes with drastically different capabilities
will be introduced and interact in the network. We believe that this is a realistic scenario and will become
1more commonplace in the future as the number of new hardware increases. Already we see sensor network
deployments that utilize Mica2 hardware in conjunction with more capable PDA hardware. The introduction
of new hardware may change the network topology, introduce new sensor detection capabilities, or simply
provide more powerful computational capabilities. Kensho’s role then is to decide how the network func-
tionality should adapt to the presence of new hardware without unduly burdening the user with low-level
details.
Much research on sensor network systems have concentrated developing systems that perform well on
small, interesting applications such as contour ﬁnding. Although such applications are difﬁcult to implement
well and difﬁcult to scale, we believe that such applications are not truly indicative of the long running
applications users are interested in. Truly large scale, long running applications will often include functions
contour ﬁnding along with other functions. One of Kensho’s goals is to allow the user to specify such large
scale applications. This means that Kensho must be capable of distinguishing different states of the sensor
network and the functionality associated with such states. It also means that Kensho must be ﬂexible enough
to accept new programming tasks while the sensor network is deployed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 will examine the Kensho API and investigate
how Kensho programs are organized and written. Sections 3 and 4 will examine how the API is functionally
organized on the physical sensor network components. This will be followed by an investigation of sensor
network applications using the Kensho API in Section 5. These applications will represent a wide array of
uses and demonstrate the strengths of Kensho’s organization. With an understanding of Kensho’s design and
application strengths, section 6 investigates alternative approaches to middleware. Section 7 will examine
interesting and difﬁcult implementation challenges. These challenges represent research opportunities in
the ﬁeld of sensor network middleware and programming environments. Finally Section 8 concludes with
thoughts on the future direction of Kensho and other sensor network middleware systems.
2 Kensho Usage and API
Kensho provides a set of functions that allows the user to control and program the sensor network as a
whole network with different functional characteristics without worrying about the detailed placement of
computation and communication. The style of programming allows the programmer to be more productive
and allows unique optimizations to be made to prolong the lifetime of the sensor network application. These
functions can be classiﬁed into three distinct roles.
1. Creating and manipulating groups of sensors.
2. Specifying data access amongst groups.
3. Specifying computation amongst groups.
2.1 Sensor Groups
Instead of programming and managing individual nodes, Kensho encourages the user to manipulate groups
of nodes. This is not a completely new idea and cluster based programming has been explored in a variety
of different systems[18, 19, 23, 22, 21]. This method of programming is useful because individual sensor
nodes often run redundant programs and exhibit very regular behavior. Cluster based approaches also
take advantage of the fact that sensor network applications often employ collective operations that can be
optimized for energy conservation. Kensho differs from most of these approaches by offering automatic,
optimized group leader selection and a wider number of group creation methods.
There are three primary group types: static, dynamic, and relative. Static groups are groups composed of
speciﬁc nodes. This may be useful if the topology is well known and certain nodes should perform speciﬁc
tasks. We argue that most current applications ﬁt into this category. Section 5 explores some of these ap-
plications. Dynamic groups allow the user to specify groups that includes nodes with a particular attribute.
Such attributes may include node capability, data characteristics, and program deﬁned data. Dynamic groups
2are better suited in ad-hoc environments where the topology is not well deﬁned. They can also be used to
implement simple state-based programming. Finally relative groups are groups deﬁned by the communica-
tion range of a speciﬁed anchor node. As the name implies, the membership of this group is relative to the
anchor. Relative groups are most similar to abstractions typically called “neighborhoods”.
It is important to remember that Kensho allows a single sensor node to be a member of multiple groups.
Functions running on these nodes however typically belong to a single group. We now present the ba-
sic group API. Each function allows the creation of a different group type, although every group creating
function returns the ID of the group created. Also, every group type can be run in exclusive mode. In ex-
clusive mode, nodes belonging to multiple groups temporarily do not run any applications belonging in the
other non-exclusive groups. This is useful for dynamic groups that may run in exclusive mode for energy
conservation purposes.
￿ int new_static_group(int type, int[] ids, int len, int exclusive) : takes in a list of either
Node ID’s or Group ID’s that will constitute this group.
￿ int new_dynamic_group(int domain, int data, int op, int val, int exclusive) : takes in a
group that speciﬁes the nodes that may potentially belong in the dynamic group along with a descrip-
tion of the data condition that creates the group.
￿ int new_relative_group(int node, int hops, int exclusive) - takes in the ID of the anchor
node and the number of communication hops it uses to ﬁnd nodes. Unlike static or dynamic groups,
relative groups can only be composed of individual nodes.
Kensho also provides convenient functions that can operate on groups. This functions may manipulate
the groups by adding or removing members, or describe the group structure for computation purposes. These
functions may include an accuracy value that allows Kensho to automatically tradeoff communication and
computation for the accuracy of the data.
￿ int my_group() - returns the running application’s group ID.
￿ bool add(int type, int group, int id) - add a new node to the speciﬁed group.
￿ bool remove(int type, int group, int id) - removes the speciﬁed node from the speciﬁed group.
￿ int count(int accuracy) - returns the number of active participants in this group.
￿ list iterate(int accuracy) - returns the list of node IDs that are participating in this group.
￿ bool elect_leader(int node) - selects a speciﬁc node to be the leader of the current group.
2.2 Communication Primitives
Instead of creating and managing explicit messages, Kensho encourages the user to think in terms of dis-
tributed data access. Data can be accessed and distributed in a hierarchical fashion using the previously
deﬁned group structure. This is accomplished using a protocol similar to the publish/subscribe mechanism.
Using a publish/subscribe mechanism has been explored in a variety of distributed systems. This paradigm
encourages the use of logical names and provides some measure of ﬂexibility nothing is assumed about the
structure of the network itself. In Kensho, data and data access is organized within a group. The group as a
collective structure contains storage that the group members can publish to. Collective operations running
on the group leader can then access this collective storage. Because groups can be composed hierarchically,
data access is also hierarchical.
There are three primary communication methods used in Kensho. The ﬁrst set of methods involves
extracting data from the group members. The group members must publish their data while the collective
computation requests that data using a common name. The collective operation may in turn publish data for
its parent group to consume in a similar fashion. Kensho also provides a method for the collective operation
3to push data back down to the group members. This may be useful in scenarios where the group leader
makes a collective decision and needs to inform the individual group members of relevant data. Finally,
Kensho provides methods to manipulate the local storage. In the case of a collective operation, the local
storage is actually the collective store.
The communication methods are also used to collect data from the sensor hardware. Instead of accessing
the local storage, users are able to initiate data collection by simply collecting data with speciﬁc keywords
that identify sensor hardware. Collective functions that access data with these keywords simply access the
collective store instead of the sensor hardware. These communication methods are also used by Kensho
for optimization purposes. Performing a collect operation on data not readily available for instance may
deschedule the offending function and thereby place the node in standby mode.
￿ bool establish_publication(string name, int num) : Allows the user to store a speciﬁed number
of editions of a single named value.
￿ bool publish_data(string name, int value) : Places data that is consumed by group computation.
￿ bool subscribe_data(string name) : Allows the data producer to know how many consumers will
need the requested data.
￿ list collect_data(string name, int accuracy) : Retrieves published data with the speciﬁed name.
￿ bool store_data(string name, int value, int public) : If initiated by an individual node, then
the data is stored locally. If initiated by a group leader, then the data is accessible only to the group
leader.
￿ bool remove_data(string name) : If initiated by an individual node, then the data is removed locally.
If initiated by a group leader, then the data is removed from the group store.
￿ bool push_data(string name, int value, int public) - The group leader pushes new data onto
the group’s nodes. If the public ﬂag is set to true, then all applications running on the node can access
the data. Otherwise only applications belonging to proper group can access the data.
2.3 Specifying Computation
Computation in Kensho is closely related to the group structure. Given a group, the user is able to specify
either collective computation that runs on the group leader or node level computation that runs on the
members of the group. If the member of the group is another group, then the computation is run as a
collective operation for that member group. Since a node may belong to multiple groups, all collective
operations must specify which parent is responsible for that operation. These functions in turn may publish
and collect data, create new groups, and possibly initiate further computation. Because a function running
on a particular group can only access their local storage, whether it be collective storage or node storage,
the same function can run on different levels of the hierarchy.
￿ int compute(int group, int parent, int type, func* function) - takes in the group where the
computation should run along with a pointer to the function. If the computation is to be run collec-
tively, the user must also specify the parent of the group.
￿ int compute(int group, int parent int type, func* function, int id) - similar to the previ-
ous function except the function speciﬁed replaces the previous function identiﬁed by ID.
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Figure 1: The Kensho distributed architecture. These components are ofﬂine and communicates with the
sensor network after compilation and optimization.
3 Distributed Architecture
The Kensho middleware consists of both an ofﬂine component residing on local workstations and an on-
line runtime component running on the individual nodes. The ofﬂine components attempt to optimize the
computation and communication patterns and distributes these optimizations and programs to the sensor
network. The online components later attempt to dynamically adjust the behavior of the network. Once
the user constructs the program using the Kensho API, the application is given to the Ofﬂine Optimizer. The
optimizer will use the application characteristics along with an existing description of the sensor network to
optimize the placement of the various functions in the sensor network. Finally this optimized description is
handed to the program launcher which distributes the application. Figure 1 illustrates these components in
action.
3.1 Kensho Programs
A Kensho program typically is divided into the following sections.
￿ Function Speciﬁcation
￿ Group Creation
￿ Group Assignments
Group creation consists of specifying the top level groups involved in the sensor network application.
Although not strictly necessary for simple programs, the ability to create new top level groups allows the
user to create complex, interesting programs. The user must also specify functions that should run on the
different sensor network groups. These functions may employ the Kensho API to collect and publish data, and
5create subgroups. Finally, the user must match the different functions with the different groups to actually
perform computation. By assigning different functions to different groups, possibly at different times, the
user can create a ﬂexible sensor network application.
3.2 Ofﬂine Optimizer
Although the sensor network application speciﬁes groups and computation that are tied to speciﬁc groups,
the user does not specify the speciﬁc nodes where the computation takes place. This allows the system
to adapt and behave correctly in the face of dynamic networks. Before deploying the application via the
Launcher, the Optimizer attempts to specify where all the collective computations should run. It should be
noted that it cannot do this for all possible collective computations because some of these functions may
create and specify new groups at runtime while other groups may change dynamically over the course of
the application’s lifetime. In those cases, it is the role of the runtime Mobile Optimizer to elect new group
leaders.
In order for the Optimizer to choose a group leader, it must have data regarding the state of the sensor
network along with an energy model describing the relevant tradeoffs between computation, communica-
tion, storage, and geography. The sensor network description may initially by supplied by the user and
describe the number of nodes involved, the computational and communication capabilities of these nodes,
whether any of the nodes will be mobile, and the basic topology of the network. The Optimizer can then use
the application’s characteristics along with the network description to elect a leader that minimizes the total
group energy consumed. Current research on energy models for sensor networks are simplistic and often do
not take into account the application’s size and behavior. By allowing the user to input an arbitrary energy
model into the Optimizer, the Optimizer will be able to take advantage of future research.
Besides the primary role of selecting group leaders, the Ofﬂine Optimizer is also responsible for specifying
the role of the Mobile Optimizer. Unlike the Ofﬂine Optimizer, the Mobile counterpart may be limited
by energy, computation, and communication. Depending on the topology of the network and the groups
involved, different Mobile Optimizer conﬁgurations may be necessary. For instance, the simplest Mobile
Optimizer may simply contact the Ofﬂine Optimizer whenever an event occurs that warrants leader election.
On the other extreme, a complex Mobile Optimizer running on a powerful node may be as complex as the
Ofﬂine Optimizer.
3.3 Launcher
The Launcher is simply a designated machine or process that is capable of communicating with the network.
It plays an analogous role to MPI’s mpilaunch program by propagating the group and leader information
along with the necessary functions that are expected to run. Because the launch machine has to be connected
to the network at some time, it may also serve the dual role of basestation. A basestation is simply a
designated node where the data is ultimately aggregated and presented to the user. In Kensho, instead of
creating special basestation nodes, a basestation is simply the group leader of some global group deﬁned by
the user. Since Kensho provides a method to manually select the group leader, the user can easily ensure
that all relevant data is eventually retrieved by the correct node. We believe this method is equivalent to but
more elegant than assigning special basestation nodes.
4 Runtime Architecture
The purpose of the Kensho runtime system is to keep track of nodes, applications, and their group associ-
ations. The Kensho runtime also provides support for our messaging system which interacts closely with
the group management subsystem. This is necessary to ensure that all applications and nodes receive the
proper data from members of their own groups. Finally, the runtime system includes the mobile code opti-
mizer. This subsystem monitors the network for relevant data such as the introduction of a new node and
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Figure 2: Illustrated are the paths that applications take through the runtime system to retrieve different
types of data.
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Figure 3: Illustrated are the components that get activated by different data requests from the network.
7decides whether a new group leader should be elected and whether any function migration must take place.
Obviously this subsystem must interact tightly with the networking layer. We now examine in detail the
various subsystems, their roles, how they may interact with each other, and ﬁnally possible implementation
strategies. Figures 2 and 3 demonstrates the ﬂow of commands through the different runtime components.
4.1 Computation Manager
The Computation Manager manages all the applications running on the node. Besides communicating with
the node operating system to introduce, remove, and schedule existing applications, it also ensures that ap-
plications are partitioned into the proper groups and marks whether any of these applications are collective
computations. In the case that a computation is a collective computation, the Computation Manager ensures
that collect operations are sent to the proper group members by communicating the relevant data to the
Communication Manager. Otherwise, if the computation is strictly node level, the Communication Manager
is able to use the supplied group ID to retrieve the correct piece of data in the Local Data store. Assuming
either the network data, in the case of a collective computation, or local data, for node-level computation, is
unavailable, the Computation Manager stores the pending requests and deactivates the waiting application.
Once the data becomes available, the Computation Manager reactivates the application. The Computation
Manager is also responsible for registering new functions during function migration and removing unneces-
sary functions. The Computation Manager also uses a cache to store functions that may not be running but
may be run in the future.
4.2 Communication Manager
The Communication Manager is a set of functions and datastructures responsible for multiplexing the various
methods of data requests and retrievals. All data is routed through a set of datastructures known as data
stores. These stores are responsible for storing and accessing data. Speciﬁcally, the Communication Manager
maintains functions to control and access the Local Data store, the Relative Data store, the Publish Data store,
and ﬁnally the Group Data store. Each of these stores will be examined in more details. With respect to the
functions that operate on such stores, the Communication Manager presents a uniform interface based on
the communication API described earlier in this report.
One of the primary responsibilities of the Communication Manager is to multiplex the various requests
from the Computation Manager and ensure that the Computation Manager receives the proper data irre-
gardless of where that data originated. For instance, with respect to data requests (collect operations),
the Communication Manager must decide whether that request should come from the Local Data store or
whether that request should be forwarded to the network. This decision is made by using information sup-
plied by the Communication Manager. If the requesting function is a collective computation, then the request
is forwarded to the Group Data manager. Otherwise, the Communication Manager contacts the Local Data
store. The Communication Manager also provides functions to request relative data. In the case that the
data is not available from the relevant store, the Communication Manager stores the pending request and
informs the Computation Manager. This ensures that the Computation Manager is correctly notiﬁed when
the data becomes available.
The Communication Manager also handles the messages coming from the network and the sensing hard-
ware and properly inform the relevant stores. Messages are generally characterized by a message session
ID, the type of message, and the group involved. The session ID simply identiﬁes messages that are replies
to previous request messages. For instance, a request message to determine relative link quality will be as-
sociated with reply messages with the same session ID. The different types of network messages interacting
with the Communication Manager may include: data sent from the group leader to be inserted into the Local
Data store, requests sent by the group leader in the form of collect requests, data aggregated from a collect
request, answering relative data requests, and receiving the data from a relative data request. Depending on
the type of request, the appropriate data store is contacted along with the appropriate actions.
8Group Data
The Group Data store is responsible for collecting data for collective computation. Unlike node level compu-
tation, collect requests from collective computation requires the Kensho runtime to create an appropriately
formatted message that is sent to all group members. Once a sufﬁcient number of group members has
replied, the Group Data manager notiﬁes the Communication Manager. The Group Data manager must en-
sure that networked messages are correctly routed to the appropriate application by dividing all the messages
into groups similar to the Local Data store.
Relative Data
The Relative Data store manager is responsible for collecting and presenting relative data such as link quality
to the Communication Manager. When the Communication Manager ﬁles a request for some relative data,
the Relative Data manager creates the appropriate messages and relays those messages between the appro-
priate neighbor nodes using Relative Groups manager. This is desirable since the Relative Groups manager
knows how many hops it must take to retrieve the data and can verify that the collective computation be-
longs to a Relative Group. Upon receiving a relative data request, the Relative Data manager is handed the
request and constructs an appropriate reply. This reply is then sent back to the network.
Local Data
The Local Data store is the simplest type of data store. First, all data is partitioned into groups ensuring
that different applications that belong in a speciﬁc group only access the relevant data. The data is also
marked as whether belonging to the group or to the individual node. This is because the Local Data store
must ensure that node-level computation should not access data meant to be manipulated by the collective
computation possibly running on the same node. In the case that the Local Data store does not contain the
requested data, the store manager is capable of interacting with the sensing interface to collect new sensor
data. Otherwise if the data is not available from the sensing interface, the store manager simply waits for
data to appear from the network.
Published Data
The Published Data store is distinguished from the Local Data store by using the network to gather data from
other nodes. While the Local Data is available to the application that requested the data, Published Data is
only available to the collective computation. As such, although any node can publish data, only the leader of
the group can actually access that data. The collective computation must issue a subscribe for any published
data it intends on collecting. This allows the Published Data manager to estimate how long a data item
should be cached and allow it to make certain optimizations. The manager also keeps track of the number of
collect calls issued from speciﬁc nodes over some range of time, allowing it to make further optimizations.
Message Structure
Unlike traditional network message structures, messages in Kensho are never directly addressed to speciﬁc
nodes. Instead messages are sent to speciﬁc groups. Since many of these groups only contain unique IDs
with respect to a larger parent group (dynamic groups) and groups can be hierarchical, the message structure
must contain enough group IDs to identify the proper group. Also the message must specify whether the
message is targetted for members of the group or the leader of the group. Finally, the message must contain
a unique session ID to identify groups of related messages used for stateful communication.
94.3 Group Manager
The Group Manager is a set of functions and datastructures designed to keep track of various groups infor-
mation. It must maintain an identity table indicating all groups that is currently being led by the current
node. This by default includes the node itself, since obviously a node must be its own leader. It will also
include any relative group anchored at this speciﬁc node. Finally it may indicate whether this particular
node is the leader of a static or dynamic group.
The Group Manager is used by the other Kensho components such as the Communication Manager and
the network subsystem. For instance, different group structures such as static groups and relative groups
necessitate methods of communication both when sending and receiving data. For instance, publication of
data requires knowledge of the parent group since only the parent group of a particular application can
access that data. Incoming network trafﬁc must also be ﬁltered using information from the Group Manager
to avoid processing unnecessary messages. The Group Manager currently employs separate managers for
static groups, relative groups, and dynamic groups since those group types tend to vary and have different
responsibilities.
Static Group Manager
Because a particular node may belong in several groups including dynamic groups, the Static Group Manager
must maintain group membership information for both network ﬁltering and network transmission purposes.
It does this by maintaining a list of parent groups for each node identity found in the Group Manager’s
identity table. For instance, if a particular node belongs to several static groups, each static group will be
listed as a parent group of this node. The Static Group Manager also maintains functions to manipulate the
group membership table for other managers such as the Dynamic Group Manager. It also maintains functions
to appropriately add and remove nodes from groups via network messages.
Relative Group Manager
The Relative Group Manager is distinct from the other group managers in that it doesn’t maintain a list of
groups that the node is a member of. Instead, it maintains a set of conditions used to create relative groups
assuming that the current node is the anchor node for the relative group. Relative groups are also unique
in that the group can consist of only individual nodes. Relative groups consisting of other groups is not
allowed since this introduces difﬁcult semantic questions and would be difﬁcult to implement. Due to the
difference in structure from the other group types, the Relative Data manager uses the information found in
the Relative Group manager to create appropriate network messages.
Dynamic Group Manager
A dynamic group is a group consisting of nodes that meet a particular criteria. Such criteria can be built using
published data and comparing that data against some threshold. It should also be noted that dynamic groups
must have an explicit domain group. The domain groups simply includes all nodes that may potentially
become part of the dynamic group. This allows the Dynamic Group manager to employ efﬁcient routing
within a dynamic group. Frequently, the domain group also serves as the parent group but this is not always
the case. For instance, it is very possible to set up multiple dynamic groups with different domain groups
that belong to a single parent group. The domain groups themselves may be dynamic. This allows Kensho
to remain efﬁcient while also remaining quite ﬂexible.
Normally if a dynamic group speciﬁes a static group as the domain group, the code necessary to test for
dynamic group membership is only shipped to nodes that belong in the domain group. However this strategy
is not always possible. When the domain group is a dynamic group, it is unknown which nodes belong to the
domain group a priori. As such, the dynamic group membership test must be shipped to all nodes belonging
to the next highest domain group, etc. until a static group is reached.
10The Dynamic Group manager must maintain and run these dynamic group membership tests and modify
the group membership tables via the Static Group manager accordingly. For each such membership test,
the manager must also keep track of the relevant domain group and ensure that the node only joins the
dynamic group if it belongs in the appropriate domain group. When enough nodes join a dynamic group,
the manager must communicate with the Mobile Optimizer to determine the leader for this group. Once a
leader is chosen, the node identiﬁcation information along with the group membership information will be
updated via the Static Group manager.
When implementing the Dynamic Group Manager, several issues must be considered. First, how many
nodes should belong to the dynamic group before the Mobile Optimizer is called? If the rate of new members
joining the dynamic group is high, then calling the Mobile Optimizer often wastes resources. However,
waiting too long increases latency without necessarily saving resources. Second, how often should the
Dynamic Group manager run the membership tests? Again, running the membership tests often will ensure
that new nodes are introduced into the group quickly. However this may come at a high price. We are
currently exploring this space of options and investigating methods to allow the user to control this tradeoff
efﬁciently.
4.4 Mobile Optimizer
Kensho allows users to specify collective operations on arbitrary groups without burdening the user of speci-
fying the node in which the computation should run. This allows the Kensho runtime to quickly adapt to the
presence of new nodes and the failure of existing nodes without unduly burdening the user. An integral part
of the architecture that allows this to occur is the Mobile Optimizer. Like the Ofﬂine Optimizer discussed
earlier, the Mobile Optimizer attempts to conserve a particular group’s energy by adjusting the placement
of the collective operations within the group. However, unlike the Ofﬂine Optimizer, the Mobile Optimizer
only has limited information and computation capabilities and such only attempts to move computation
conservatively.
Currently, function migration may occur during the following scenarios:
1. Load balancing - Because group leader exhibit different computation and communication patterns, it
may be desirable to rotate the group leader amongst the nodes to conserve overall group energy.
2. Introduction of new nodes - New nodes may feature different capabilities such as a powerful CPU or
radio which can change the energy characteristics of the group.
3. Deletion of nodes - The removal of nodes may introduce topology changes that force functionality to
be moved around.
4. Dynamic groups - Dynamic groups can be viewed as a group that occasionally introduces and removes
nodes and as such demands adaptive behavior.
The Mobile Optimizer uses a lightweight monitoring tool to garner information about the state of the
network group and uses that information along with data from the Communication Manager to make leader
decisions. It is important to note that neither the Mobile Optimizer or its associated monitoring tool needs
to run on the group leader. The Mobile Optimizer must also communicate with the Group Manager and
Computation Manager to adjust the location of the leader and its associated computation.
Monitoring
The role of the Monitoring layer is to collect and present data regarding the state and health of the different
sensor groups. In order to do this, the Monitoring layer both collects data from other Monitoring layers
present on other nodes and also advertises the capabilities of its own hosting node. The Monitor may
advertise the available sensor equipment, the amount of available storage space, transmission capability,
computation capability, and remaining battery power. The Monitoring is not limited however to working on
11the scale of single nodes. Since groups of sensors can consist of other group members, a group Monitor also
resides on the group leaders. It’s role is analogous to the role of the Monitors residing on the single nodes. It
both collects and advertises data at the scale of groups instead of individual nodes. In this case, the Monitor
may advertise group statistics such as average remaining battery life, the most capable computational node
in the group, and the introduction of a new group member.
4.5 Node Operating System
The Kensho middleware assumes that an underlying node operating system exists that can implement the
necessary Kensho functions. This includes low level commands to control the network stack, sensing equip-
ment, and power management. It also includes capabilities such as distributed routing which typically may
be included in the network stack. Most of these features are readily available in existing sensor network op-
erating systems including TinyOS[8] and Linux. However there are a set of requirements that are not easily
met by existing solutions. For instance, Kensho requires systems to handle migrating functions and the ability
to load new functions easily and efﬁciently. Kensho also requires these applications to be properly partitioned
and protected. Although newer systems and middleware such as SOS[7], Contiki[5], and Impala[14] are
addressing some of these issues, few currently address memory protection. This is partially due to the lack of
memory protection hardware in existing sensor network hardware. Other systems that may rely on software
based protection, such as Mate, employ interpreted code which may introduce unnecessary overhead. We
believe that the correct system for Kensho does not yet exist, and as such we are currently researching other
systems based on the hypervisor design model along with efﬁcient binary sandboxing methods to implement
our underlying system.
5 Potential Applications
In order to demonstrate the feasibility of the Kensho middleware, three potential applications are examined.
These applications are necessarily simple compared to actual production quality code, but are complete in
the sense they perform the task while demonstrating how Kensho can be used. Like most sensor network
applications, these applications are designed to collect data and respond to the data collected. Such re-
sponses may include sampling at a higher rate, waking up speciﬁc nodes, and sending warnings back to the
user. In general, the differentiating characteristics of these applications lie in the type of data collected, the
responses to the data, and the topology of the network. As such, Kensho is designed to allow the user to
quickly differentiate programs along those dimensions.
5.1 Environmental Monitoring
Environmental monitoring applications are concerned with sensing data from the local environment and
reporting collected data back to the user. These applications are often designed to run for long periods
of time without human intervention and may necessitate the use of various energy conserving techniques.
Since these applications may last a long time, these networks must also adjust smoothly to the introduction
of new nodes. Finally, many of these environmental monitoring may also include elements wildlife tracking.
Instead of stationary sensors, sensors are attached to animals to collect important behavioral data. Stationary
sensors in the environment may explicitly download the data from animals if the animals are within range
to ensure that users will be able to download the data without being in the direct presence of the animal.
Sensors attached to animals may also occasionally disconnect from the network entirely and reconnect at a
later time. Such events must be dealt with in a simple manner from the user’s perspective.
For our example application, we will assume there exists two groups of sensors: environmental and
wildlife tracking. Both the environmental sensors and wildlife tracking sensors sample the environment at
a low rate until they detect an interesting event. Once an interesting event occurs, the sampling rate is
increased on the node that detected the event until the event is no longer detected. Since part of our goal is
12/** Define functions **/
void wild_sampling() {
every 300 seconds do {
temp = collect(TEMP, 1.0);
if(temp > threshold) store_data(DYNAMIC, true, Public::True);
}
}
void wild_collective() {
subscribe_data(TEMP);
temp = collect(TEMP, 1.0);
// Do some analysis
publish(WILD_RESULTS, results);
}
void dyn_wild_sampling() {
subscribe_data(TEMP);
establish_publication(TEMP, 32000);
every 60 seconds do {
temp = collect(TEMP, 1.0);
// Do some analysis
if(analysis_results > threshold) publish(TEMP, temp);
else remove_data(DYNAMIC);
}
void env_collective() {
subscribe_data(WILD_RESULTS);
results = collect(WILD_RESULTS, 1.0);
// Store the results from the dynamic wildlife nodes for later use
}
/** Create all the relevant groups **/
int env_group;
int wildlife_group;
int dyn_env;
int dyn_wild;
int all;
int[] env_nodes = [0...10];
int[] wildlife_nodes = [11...20];
environmental = new_static_group(Type::NODE, env_nodes, length(env_nodes), Unique::NO);
wildlife = new_static_group(Type::NODE, wildlife_nodes, length(wildlife_nodes), Unique::NO);
all = new_static_group(Type::GROUP, [environmental, wildlife], 2, Unique::NO);
dyn_env = new_dynamic_group(environmental, DYNAMIC, Op::EQUALS, true, Unique::YES);
dyn_wild = new_dynamic_group(wildlife, DYNAMIC, Op::EQUALS, true, Unique::YES);
add(Type::GROUP, environmental, dyn_env);
add(Type::GROUP, environmental, dyn_wild);
/** Assign computation to these groups **/
compute(environmental, Type::NODE, env_sampling)
compute(wildlife, Type::NODE, wild_sampling)
compute(environmental, all, Type::COLLECTIVE, env_collective)
compute(wildlife, all, Type::COLLECTIVE, wild_collective)
compute(dyn_env, NULL, Type::NODE, dyn_env_sampling)
compute(dyn_wild, NULL, Type::NODE, dyn_wild_sampling)
Figure 4: Example environmental monitoring application
13to extend the lifetime of the network, we assume that only data collected after the event is sent back to the
user. We must also consider the fact that our network may become disconnected. Sensor nodes attached to
animals may travel outside the communication range of the network and we must ensure our application is
able to survive such disconnections and future reconnections. In order to handle this scenario, it is desirable
for data collected by the wildlife nodes to be cached in the stationary environmental nodes whenever they are
in range. That way the user can always download the data directly from the environmental nodes without
searching for the animal.
A detailed description of this program written in pseudo-code is given in Figure 4. The user begins
by deﬁning static groups for the environmental and wildlife tracking nodes. This allows the user to later
deﬁne unique sampling functions that will run on these two distinct groups. This sampling function is also
responsible for determining when an event occurs. The user must also create unique dynamic groups for
both the environmental and wildlife nodes to express that these sensors will run a different sampling function
once the interesting event occurs. It is important that the wildlife dynamic group communicate all data with
the stationary environmental nodes. This is made possible by specifying that the static environmental nodes
group is the parent of the dynamic group. This application is also able to handle disconnected networks. For
instance, if we assume that none of the mobile nodes are connected, each mobile node will elect itself leader.
When this node moves into communication range of the environmental nodes, it will subsequently transfer
the collected data as expected.
5.2 Vehicle Radiation Tracking
Object tracking applications are concerned with tracking mobile objects through a ﬁeld of sensors. These
sensors collect data that’s used to identify the object and may in turn stimulate other sensors, such as cameras
and radiation sensors, to turn on and collect more data from the object. The sensors may also attempt to
predict the movement of the object and to increase the sampling resolution while conserving energy by
turning off nonparticipatory nodes. Vehicle tracking is a specialization of object tracking that uses either
magnetometers or acoustic sensors to detect the presence of a moving vehicle. These applications come in
two distinct ﬂavors; either the vehicles are assumed to travel on existing roadways or it is assumed they are
travelling through a ﬁeld without roads. Our application will be of the former type and is designed primarily
as a intrusion warning system.
For our application, sensors are placed near important roads and are supplemented by additional radia-
tion or camera sensors to sufﬁciently warn the user in case of danger. Since radiation and camera sensors
tend to consume more power than typical sensor hardware, it is important they remain dormant until a ve-
hicle is detected. A description of this program can be found in Figure 5. It should be noted that additional
sensor types, such as cameras or exﬁltration nodes, can be easily added to the application without much
modiﬁcation.
Each type of sensor is arranged in pairs where each member of a pair lies across the street from each
other. This arrangement ensures that both sides of the road is equally covered and may allow more inter-
esting algorithms to be developed. These pairs are then grouped together to form a detection region. Each
detection region consists of two pairs of magnetometer sensors and a single pair of radiation sensors. The
magnetometer sensors sample regularly to be able to detect the presence of a vehicle. The radiation sen-
sors normally do not do anything until a vehicle is detected by the magnetometer pairs. Once a vehicle is
detected, the detection region notiﬁes all pairs. This causes increased sampling. This increased sampling
continues until the nodes no longer detects the vehicle. Detection regions overlap with each other using a
single magnetometer pair allowing the vehicle to be tracked efﬁciently as it moves through the road system.
5.3 Contour Finding
Contour ﬁnding is the problem of determining the boundary of two interesting environmental regions. Such
regions may include ﬁre and non-ﬁre. Finding the contour of the region on ﬁre may allow rescue workers
to more effectively control the ﬁre. Multiple contour ﬁndings over time may also allow the user to visualize
14/** Define functions **/
void mg_node() {
subscribe_data(MAGNET);
subscribe_data(SAMPLING);
rate = collect_data(SAMPLING, 1.0);
every 'rate' seconds do {
reading = collect(MAGNET, 1);
if(reading > threshold) publish(MG_WARNING, true);
else rate = collect_data(SAMPLING, 1.0);
}
}
void mg_pair() {
push_data(SAMPLING, 300, Public::true);
subscribe_data(MG_WARNING);
warnings = collect(MG_WARNING, 1.0);
if(length(warnings) > 2) publish(VEHICLE_DETECTED, true);
}
void mg_wait() {
subscribe_data(VEHICLE_DETECTED);
detected = collect_data(VEHICLE_DETECTED);
push_data(SAMPLING, 60, Public::true);
}
void rad_node() {
subscribe_data(RADIATION);
establish_publication(RADIATION, 6);
every 10 seconds do {
reading = collect(RADIATION, 1);
if(reading > threshold) publish(RADIATION, reading);
else {
publish(RADIATION, false);
return;
}
}
}
void rad_pair() {
for(;;) {
subscribe_data(VEHICLE_DETECTED);
collect_data(VEHICLE_DETECTED, 1.0);
compute(my_group(), NULL, Type::NODE, rad_node);
every 60 seconds do {
subscribe_data(RADIATION);
radiation = collect_data(RADIATION, 1.0);
if(!radiation) break;
else // Do some analysis
}
}
}
void detect_collective() {
subscribe_data(MG_WARNING);
warning = collect(MG_WARNING, 1.0);
push_data(VEHICLE_DETECTED, true, Public::true);
}
/** Create all the relevant groups **/
int[] mg_pair;
int[] rad_pair;
int[] region;
for(i = 0; i < num_regions, i++) {
int[] mg_pairs = ...
int[] rad_pairs = ...
mg_pair[i] = new_static_group(Type::NODE, mg_pairs, 2, Unique::No);
rad_pair[i] = new_static_group(Type::NODE, rad_pairs, 2, Unique::No);
}
for(i = 0; i < num_regions - 1, i++) { 
region[i] = new_static_group(Type::GROUP, [mg_pair[i], rad_pair, mg_pair[i+1]], 3, Unique::No);
}
/** Assign computation to these groups **/
for(i = 0; i < num_regions, i++) {
compute(mg_pair[i], NULL, Type::NODE, mg_node);
compute(mg_pair[i], region[i], Type::COLLECTIVE, mg_pair);
compute(mg_pair[i], region[i], Type::COLLECTIVE, mg_wait);
compute(rad_pair[i], region[i], Type::COLLECTIVE, rad_pair);
compute(region[i], NULL, Type::COLLECTIVE, detect_collective);
}
Figure 5: Example vehicle tracking application
15/** Define functions **/
void region_sampling() {
every 300 seconds do {
temp = collect(TEMP, 1);
if(temp > threshold) publish(WARNING, true);
}
void region_collective() {
subscribe_data(WARNING);
every 300 seconds do {
warnings = collect(WARNING, 1.0);
num_warnings = length(warnings);
if(num_warnings < count(1.0) && num_warnings > threshold) publish(BOUNDARY, my_group() );
else if(num_warnings > threshold) publish(ENGULFED, my_group() );
}
}
void basestation() {
boundaries = collect(BOUNDARY, 1.0);
// warnings now contain the IDs of the boundary regions
}
/** Create all the relevant groups **/
for(i = 0; i < 40; ++i) {
index = i*4;
regions[i] = new_static_group(Type::NODE, [index...index+3], 4, Unique::NO);
}
all_regions = new_static_group(Type::GROUP, regions, length(regions), Unique::NO);
/** Assign computation to these groups **/
for(i = 0; i < 40; ++i) {
compute(regions[i], NULL, Type::NODE, region_sampling);
compute(regions[i], all_regions, Type::COLLECTIVE, region_collective);
}
compute(all_regions, NULL, Type::COLLECTIVE, basestation);
Figure 6: Example boundary detection application
16and predict the growth of the ﬁre. Contour ﬁnding applications may not be as concerned with long term
energy conservation since it is possible for the sensor hardware to become damaged during the ﬁre and
ensuring accurate short-term contour detection may supercede long-term energy issues. It is important to
note however that Kensho allows the contour ﬁnding application to reside side-by-side with the previously
mentioned environmental monitoring application, assuming the underlying operating system provides sup-
port for multiple applications. This allows the sensor network to be used effectively even when a ﬁre is not
present.
A detailed description of this program is provided in pseudo-code in Figure 6. The user begins by dividing
the sensor network into multiple geographic regions. Each region contains some number of nodes and may
overlap with each other. The user must specify a sampling function for each region. By specifying a that the
function runs as a node-level computation, the computation is run on every node within a region. Because
regions may overlap, some nodes may run the same program twice. We are currently investigating methods
to optimize such overlapping computation. The node-level function simply monitors the environment. If it
detects a ﬁre, it then publishes a warning to the region. The user must also specify a collective function that
runs on each region. This collective function simply counts the number of warnings it received and compares
that number to the total number of nodes within its region. This allows the computation to determine if it is
a boundary region. An alternative strategy is to employ relative groups instead of geographic regions. This
may give the user a higher resolution of the boundary at the cost of increased communication.
6 Related Work
Research into middleware and programming environments has become a more important issue recently as
researchers have realized that sensor networks are difﬁcult to use, program, and manage[17]. We argue
that this difﬁculty has artiﬁcially impeded the adoption of the technology outside of the computer science
community. In response to this, a wide variety of different systems that make different assumptions and
tradeoffs have been proposed. These systems range from very low level mechanisms[14] to high level
concepts that abstract the notion of programming[24]. Our approach largely lies somewhere in the middle
of these two extremes in terms of purpose and functionality. While Kensho attempts to abstract explicit
communication and computation placement, Kensho still asks the users to program the sensor network. This
allows other higher level systems to be easily built on top of Kensho.
The concept of using groups and clusters has been widely explored[18, 19, 23, 22, 21]. The general
approach has been to either statically assign clusters and clusterheads similar to Kensho’s static groups or
to assign groups centered around some phenomena. The third approach has been to create areas centered
around some particular node that share a speciﬁc communication channel. Because we can scale the number
of clusters at a slower pace than the number of nodes, these cluster based solutions allow the programmer
to specify control and function without being overwhelmed. Clusters also naturally allow heterogeneous
networks to be expressed and controlled. We argue that systems that provide static assignment of clusters
and clusterheads such as [19] and [18] represent a subset of Kensho’s capabilities. Kensho provides methods
to construct more interesting groups and doesn’t burden the user of manually selecting the clusterhead.
Besides static clusters and hierarchy of clusters, SINA[18] also provides attribute-based naming of data
similar to Kensho tags. Phenomena based clusters such as [23] resemble Kensho’s dynamic groups. However,
their system concentrates more on the automatic formation of these clusters and the difﬁculty in tracking
mobile phenomena. We believe that research in the automatic detection of states and events is important
and relevant to middleware systems, and can be complementary to Kensho’s functionality.
Kensho also shares some similarties with Hoods[22] and Abstract Regions[21]. In both Hoods and Ab-
stract Regions, clusters are formed around a neighborhood of nodes and communication is established within
the cluster. Hoods provides primitives to manipulate shared data similar to our publish/subscribe communi-
cation methods. Abstract Regions allows the user to specify the communication structure of the cluster. Such
structures may include geographic, planar mesh, and spanning tree. This allows unique, succinct algorithms
to be used that take advantage of this internal structure. We believe that Kensho and Abstract Regions can
play complementary roles within a single network. Although Kensho provides primitives to build and orga-
17nize arbitrary nodes, the communication structure within a group of nodes is not explicitly deﬁned. As such,
it may be possible to use Abstract Regions within a Kensho group structure.
Kensho also draws much inspiration from MPI[6]. MPI is a library based middleware system that provides
a rich set of communication primitives for large scale distributed systems. It is often optimized for low
latency, high throughput, and scalability. Like Kensho, MPI provides collective operations that allow data to
be pushed onto individual nodes and eventually to be collected using a reduce operation. MPI also provides
simple mechanisms to create groups of nodes in which the collective operations take place. Kensho differs
from MPI by focusing on a different computing platform with different goals and assumptions. MPI can
make certain assumptions about the reliability of communication and the topology that would be difﬁcult
and dangerous to make for sensor networks. Kensho must handle fault tolerance issues in a much more
graceful manner than MPI because the possibility of faults can be very high relative to the amount of manual
maintenance.
Besides cluster based middleware, much research has focused on query based systems. Systems such as
TinyDB[15], Cougar[24], and [4] views the sensor network as an online, distributed database. Instead of
explicitly programming nodes on the network, users simply access data by using a declarative query language
similar to SQL. The query is the propagated to the relevant nodes identiﬁed by the query and a reply is sent
back to the user. Since SQL provides support for simple reduction functions such as average, minimum, and
maximum, such systems are able to efﬁciently aggregate data by employing a spanning tree routing structure.
[4] has taken this concept further and allows users to specify the accuracy of the data received. The system
takes advantages of correlations between data to form approximate answers that may save substantially on
energy consumption. Although Kensho does not provide a built in query language, Kensho does provide
mechanisms to support such abstractions. In order to efﬁciently collect published data, Kensho can use static
routing conﬁgurations provided by the Ofﬂine Optimizer or use a more dynamic approach such as directed
diffusion[10].
TinyOS[8] provides a low level messaging architecture based around the concept of Active Messages.
These messages are associated with some function that runs when the message is received. TinyOS however
does not provide native methods to transfer individual pieces of binary code without retransmitting the
entire program image. TinyOS can however still serve as an underlying node system for Kensho when the
Kensho application does not utilize computation migration. Mate[13] is a system to build custom virtual
machines on top of TinyOS. Applications written for Mate are able to ship and modify code at runtime
by employing a bytecode architecture. This architecture also ensures process protection using standard
software-based sandboxing techniques. Impala[14], unlike Mate, supports the execution and migration of
binary computation in the network for highly mobile networks. This allows the code to be executed natively,
although memory protection is often assumed to exist on the hardware. Impala uniquely schedules different
applications using an adaptive ﬁnite state machine.
Finally, Smart Messages[12] uses a distributed computation model based on mobile, computational units
containing both code and data. Smart Messages is largely concerned with the programming environment
and allowing the user to explicitly control the migration of code in a meaningful way. In conjunction with
Tag Spaces, similar to Kensho’s publish/subscribe mechanism, smart messages are assumed to be able to self-
route to nodes of interest and execute the code on those nodes. It shares similar ultimate goals as Kensho,
although the overall method differs. While Smart Messages assume that migration and agent creation is
explicit, migration in Kensho is controlled by the underlying system for optimization purposes.
Many of these systems previously mentioned employ an attribute based naming scheme. These attributes
are then accessed by the local computation or the underlying system for purposes such as routing[10].
Several systems now also allow these attributes to be accessed in a distributed manner following the pub-
lish/subscribe paradigm introduced by coordination languages such as Linda[3]. This paradigm provides
ﬂexibility, fault tolerance, and allows programs to scale with the number of nodes. Besides Smart Mes-
sages, the Mires middleware system[20] provides explit publish/subscribe mechanisms. These mechanisms
currently exceed Kensho’s capabilities.
187 Implementation Challenges
Kensho currently assumes the existence of an efﬁcient node operating system capable of ad-hoc routing,
limited data protection, and the capability to host multiple functions with a limited form of protection.
These requirements may not be completely met by current systems. It is both a research and implementation
challenge to investigate how existing systems fail to meet these demands and how they might be modiﬁed
to efﬁciently accommodate Kensho.
Depending on the capabilities of the node operating system and the sensor network hardware, Kensho
may need to employ different function caching strategies. Since it is unknown which node may become
elected as leader, all collective computations for that group must be cached somewhere in the group. One
extreme is to cache the functions on all the nodes of the group while the other extreme is to only cache the
function on a single node and employ function migration. Dynamic groups pose a similar problem since both
node and collective functions must be cached for potential members.
Kensho is deeply dependant on the ability to statically and dynamically elect a group leader that mini-
mizes the total energy consumption for a group given some collective computation. Unlike traditional leader
election algorithms, we must take into account the computation that is to be run along with its communica-
tion and storage characteristics. This information must be coupled with a node’s capabilities and the costs
of running of the algorithm itself. Coming up with such an energy consumption model is non-trivial and
deriving both efﬁcient static and dynamic algorithms employing this model is a major research and imple-
mentation challenge. Besides election, another major challenge is dealing with leader fault tolerance. It is
always possible that the node hosting the collective computation will suddenly die. In the case of dynamic
groups, the leader node may simply no longer qualify to be a member of the group. In both cases, it is
important for the rest of the group to learn of this event and adapt accordingly.
Dynamic groups pose additional challenges. If a dynamic group includes some collective computation,
this computation must run on a designated group leader. However, because nodes may join this group
dynamically the system must be careful to not run the leader election algorithm too frequently or else it may
degrade the energy performance.
Besides function caching, the Kensho system must also consider the possibility of data caching. When
nodes perform a publish operation, the data may remain to reside locally or may be preemptively distributed
throughout the group. Collect operations in turn may send out messages or simply access their local stores
if the data was already distributed. Which strategy to use may heavily depend on the functions running and
their communication characteristics. As such, it may be possible for Kensho’s Mobile Optimizer manager to
dynamically adapt to these situations.
Another major implementation challenge is to optimize the scheduling of functions running on a single
node. Many of these functions share similar characteristics (many run in a timed-loop and collect data).
An unoptimized version of Kensho may initiate data collection from the sensor hardware for each collect
call initiated by every function. This may be severely inefﬁcient if these calls overlap in time, since a single
collection may be sufﬁcient for all the different functions. Kensho may also be able to take advantage of
the accuracy value supplied by the user. Low accuracy values may allow Kensho to group together more
collect calls over a larger range of time. Another important aspect of function optimization is the amount of
time a function is expected to remain dormant while waiting for data. If all functions are dormant, Kensho
will automatically put the node on standby. This introduces possible latency problems and in extreme cases
possible data loss. This issue must be investigated more thoroughly.
8 Conclusions and Future Work
Sensor networks pose difﬁcult and interesting problems in a wide variety of research areas including protocol
designers, programming environments and languages, middleware systems, and operating systems. Until
many of these areas become more mature, sensor networks will remain difﬁcult to use for non-technical
researchers in ﬁelds outside of computer science and will remain largely a research platform and topic. Sev-
eral middleware systems attempt to alleviate these problems and have introduced interesting ideas, some of
19which is used and expanded upon by Kensho. Our work has attempted to provide a simpler, more productive
interface to the sensor network.
Kensho removes explicit communication and placement of computation by introducing the concept of
node-independent collective computation coupled with the publish/subscribe communication paradigm.
These collective operations can run on groups composed of individual nodes or on hierarchical groups trans-
parently without reprogramming. This is possible because all computation in Kensho collects data through
a publish/subscribe paradigm. When a particular function refers to some named data element, it does not
know where the data element comes from. It could originate from an individual node or from a group
composed of multiple nodes. This symmetry allows parts of the sensor network to change and be replaced
without reprogramming the entire network, so long as the replaced nodes publish the same data. In this re-
port, we have presented the design and API of our middleware and argue qualitatively why the middleware
is useful through several example applications.
In the future, we hope to implement our system in both a simulated environment and on existing sensor
network systems. The simulation will help us evaluate and test our application algorithms and help us reﬁne
those algorithms. Such reﬁnements may lead to small changes in the API and usage, although we expect
these changes to be rare. We are currently evaluating several sensor networks systems to use in the actual
implementation. Such systems being considered include TinyOS, Mate, and SOS amongst others. We are
also considering the possibility of a custom operating system explicitly designed to deal with Kensho’s usage
models.
Currently Kensho does not reason about or enforce user authentication. Kensho assumes that functions
are not malicious, although it is assumed that simple memory protection exists for faulty programs. Any
user can create and distribute functions, download data from the network, and possibly interrupt the normal
execution of the sensor network. Obviously this is undesirable for the long term and must be addressed.
Such a treatment may be outside the scope of this research project, although it is apparent that Kensho
and other middleware systems that allow dynamic reprogramming of the network will beneﬁt from such
research. Finally, it should be noted that Kensho is not meant to be directly used by the user. Instead it is
a middleware layer that can be used by end user tool designers. To that end, we are also actively exploring
higher level programming environments that can be used in conjunction with Kensho[9].
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